
ROY5600B
32”-55” UL Listed Extra-Flat
Panel TV Mount w/Tilt (Black)

Extra-Flat Panel TV Mount w/Tilt (Black)
Install curved and flat panel TVs in no time! The Royal Mounts Flat Panel TV Tilt Mount is our new and improved 
design and was manufactured with your needs in mind. Engineered for both curved and flat panel TVs, this mount 
offers 15º of tilt and is packed with installer friendly features. It’s sleek, slim, and sexy! This mount sports a solid black 
finish that makes the perfect addition to any home.

Effortless Tilting
This Extra-Flat Panel Mount offers a smooth tension technology which is completely ratchet-free! This allows for a 
slimmer mount and makes tilting as simple as grabbing the display and positioning it to your customers liking. We 
know you’re going to love it!

The Perfect Plate
The back plate for this mount is where things get interesting. First, this plate is reversible…meaning there is no right or 
wrong side up. Next, there’s a small hole located in the center of this mount which is designed for a dry wall screw aka 
a sheet rock screw to hold the plate temporarily. This allows you to level, adjust, and permanently hang the plate 
completely hands free. Beyond that, this plate offers a 4-1/2” opening throughout the center which allows wall plates 
and other AV ports to fit inside.

Post Leveling
An un-level mantle or a slightly sloped ceiling can make the television itself appear un-level. This can be a real pain 
and you can be forced to adjust the mount. To make this problem a non issue, we’ve equipped this mount with 
post-leveling adjustment screws with a 13-1/2” long allen key to easily slide behind the television and make your 
horizontal adjustments.
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